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Judgment Summaries: Pragmatic
Reform at the Nexus of Law and Media
Fiona Ring won the 1998 CAMLAEssay Prize with this paper, which examines judgment summaries
as a practice developed by the Courts to improve communication between the law, media and
the public.
he inclusion by somecourts of a
summary in the judgments
delivered in highly politicised or
publicised cases is a technique that has
been increasingly employed in recent
years. The Federal Court has nmvused
themroutinely for the last four years,
notably in the delivery of its two
judgments during the Super League
dispute ~. This emerging innovative
practice by the courts, to improve
communication
betweenthe fields of law
and media, warrants a preliminary
investigation into its impact on the
process and outcomesof mediareporting.

T

This is the argumentthat is developedin
this paper througha considerationof the
judgment summary as a mechanism to
mediate the localised incompatibilities
betweenthe two fields of mediaand law.
Thereare twocomponents
in this process.
The first componentis to fragment the
pre-theorised relationship betweenthe
judiciary as the third branch of
government,and the media as the fourth
estate 2, in order to preclude the
exaggeration of the impact of the
judgmentsummaryon this relationship.
Onthe basis of this analysis, the second
component
will be to evaluate the ability
of the judgmentsummaryto mediate the
localised incompatibilities betweenthe
two fields. As a methodological
note, the
aim of this paper is not to critique the
standard ofjourualism in Australia, but
to identify the institutional circumstances
that are specific to the mediafield and to
evaluate the impact of the judgment
summaryon these circumstances.
Fromthis preliminary investigation it
wouldappear that, at this early stage in
its developmentand use, the judgment

summaryis having a positive impact on
the process and outcomes of media
practice.
FRAGMENTING THE RELAYS
BETWEEN LAW AND MEDIA
In order to isolate the pragmaticfunction
of the judgment summary,it is first
necessary to fragment the theoretical
relationship that is presumed,by some,
to exist betweenthe media and law. For
instance, in his lecture discussing the
relationship betsveenthe judiciary, as the
third branch of government, and the
media, as the forth estate, Sir Gerard
Brennan presumes a highly theorised
relationship betweenthe twoinstitutions.
The relevant passage frmn Sir Gerard
Brennan’slecture reads as follows:
1 venture to suggest that.., the well
furnished legal journalist.., who is
familiar with the jargon, the
procedure, the statutes, and the
precedents will find muchto report
and commentupon in the work of the
court andtheir fidelity to the rule of
Imv, including the legitimacy of the
techniques which the courts employ
in interpreting and developing the
This statement presumesthat tile media
will scrutinise legal decisions according
to their legitimate deployment of
techniques of legal reasoning. Against
this high normative standard, Justice
Kirby judges the media reporting in
TM
Australia
.
to be of a "debasedstandard
He has stated that
"generally speaking, the media are
not now really interested
in

communicating information in a
neutral and informativeway... Issues
are nowpersonalised, politicised and
’’~"
trivialised
Speaking from positions of authority
within the legal field, both Sir Brennan
and Justice Kirby construct a normative
standard for the media, as an instrument
for the critical evaluation of the law
(according to standards of legal
technicality). While such methodsmay
be suitable in their own work, the
imposition of these standards onto
journalistic analysis involves an overtheorisation of the link betweenmedia
and law which subsumesthe reality that
the mediais a field distinct fromthe lax’~
s,
As recognised by Justice Nicholson
there are a multiplicity of discourses
operating at the nexus of law and media
and it is problematic to critique the
methodof one field (the media)according
to the technicalstrategies of another(the
law). As Justice Nicholsonargues
"the methodology of the law is
offended by the methodologyof the
media, yet each considers the search
for justice is best served by the
method which it employs"Z.
In practical terms this meansthat rather
than being furnishedwith legal skills and
attributes, the",vell furnishedjournalist"
will be equipped with training and
experience in the methodologyof the
media. This methodologicaldistinction
impacts on the process and outcome of
media reporting, and structures the
relationshipof the mediato lawso that it
!s incidental, rather than instmmental
(as
~s suggested by Sir Brennan). It means
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that the aspect of the court systemthat is
mostscrutinised by the mediais not legal
process or technicalities, but the outcome
of court decisions and howthey affect the
parties concerned. The process of media
reporting is organised according to the
principle of "newsworthiness" and not
according to the techniques of legal
reasoningwhichare particular to the field
of law. As a legal affairs writer for The
Australian newspaper, Janet Fifes reflects this methodological
Yeomans
distinction in commenting
on the fact that
her primary responsibility is to report
accurately, and is not structured by an
additional or external duty to the courts.
This commentis substantiated by the
Australian Journalists Code of Ethics
that prescribes that:
[Journalists]
shall report and
interpret the news with scrupulous
honesty by striving to disclose all
essential facts and by not suppressing
relevant, available facts or distorting
p.
by wrong or improper emphasis
While this standard encompasses a
responsibility for accuracy, there is no
prescription of a direct responsibility
owedby the media to the law.
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Moreover, the imperatives of time and
space restraints that are commonto all
media practitioners
distinguish the
structure of the discursive practice in this
field from the process of legal reasoning
and analysis. As Fife-Yeomansrecounts:
We(prinOjournalists must condense
a 500-page judgment or a full day’s
hearing into 500 or 600 words. Radio
journalists with half-hourly deadlines
have to pick up the gist of even the
most legally
and factually
complicated judgments or hearings in
a matter of minutes, lfwe miss
anything, we face the wrath of our
boss and our own disappointment. If
we make a mistake, we face the much
more serious wrath of the courts. We
can face contempt of court charges
t°
or be sued.
This passage is included not to defend
mediapractice, but to offer an explanation
of the institutional circumstances that
sta’ucmrethe discursive practices of media
practitioners in highly particular and
technical ways. Journalists across all
mediumsare subject to regulation by the
immediacy of the mediums through
which they communicate,by the audience
or readership for which they report and

by the law, in the form ofcontempLThese
are the imperatives that must structure
the process of media reporting and
outcomes of those reports, not the
normative standards imposed by legal
practitioners.
Accordingly, it is in
reference to the successful negotiation of
the institutional circumstances of the
media, and not the law, that the
effectiveness of the judgment summary
should be assessed.
In this context, it is appropriate to
distinguish the purpose of the judgment
summary
from that of the full reasons for
decision. As emphasised by the Full
Federal Court in its judgment summary
for the Super League Case:
The Full Court’s reasons for judgment
constitute
the authoritative
pronouncementon the appeals. This
document is merely a brief and
necessarily incomplete summary,
which is intended to assist in
understanding
the principal
nconclusions
.
reached by the court
This passage suggests that the immediate
purpose of the executive summaryis to
"avoid misunderstanding [and] to state
accuratelythe effect of the decisionof the
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court"~, a function which explicitly
excludes the level of technicality
appropriate for in-depth legal analysis.
It follows that the acceptance of the
methodological validity of the judgment
summarydependson a recognition of its
function as distinct from that of the
judgment proper. The judgment summary
is thus located at the external limits of
the field of law, for consumptionand use
within a multiplicity
of non-legal
discourses, particularly within the media
field.
iSOLATING THE PRAGMATIC
IMPACT OF THE JUDGMENT
SUMMARY ON MEDIA
REPORTING: SUPER LEAGUE
- A CASE STUDY
Theidentified priorities and institutional
circumstances
that structure
the
discursive practices of the mediaprovide
a contextfor the next section of the paper:
an investigation of the impact of the
judgment summaryon those practices.
This investigation will use the judgment
summariespublished in the Super League
decisions as a ease study. It is structured
accordingto tbe anecdotal evidenceof the
media reporting of those cases provided
by Brnce Phifiips ~3, Director of Public
Information for the Federal Court, and
by Janet Fife-Yeomans~’. As leading
cases in which judgment summarieshave
been used effectively, this account should
provide a preliminary indication of their
actual impact on media reporting.
During the Super League dispute, the
delivery of the judgments of Justice
Burchettt~, in the first instance, and the
Full Federal Court~, on appeal, were
effected by distributing about 250 copies
of the judgmentsummaryto journalists
and interested membersof the public. The
demandfor the summarieswas described
by both Fife-Yeomans and Phillips as
extraordinary ~7. As one journalist
descrt~:xtit to Phillips, they wereattacked
by the journalists "like they were jackals
after the last piece of meaton a bone,,ts.
This desperation reflects the enormous
pressure on journalists to get a copy of
the judgmentsummaryin order to file a
story quickly. In fact, in that case,
Phillips ~9 observed that electronic
journalists (from radio and television)
immediatelyfiled stories by reading the
last sentence of the judgment into the
phone, before leaving the court building.
The impact on print media was equally
direct. In addition to extensive coverage
by a range of specialist
reporters
(including legal affairs reporters,
communicationscorrespondents, sports
writers and business journalists) copies

of the judgment summaries written by
Justice Burehett and the Full Federal
Court were extracted in both The Sydney
Morning Herala~° and The Australian
newspapars~ .
For these types of highly ’public’
decisions,Phillips22 suggeststhat it is the
responsibility of the federal courts to be
"proactive and anticipate what the needs
of the journalists are going to be". The
anecdotal evidence compiledin reference
to the process of mediai~orting, and the
newspaperarticles examined,as evidence
of the outcomes 23,
of media reports
suggest that this pragmaticgoal is indeed
being facilitated by the employment
of the
strategy of distributing
judgment
summaries. The description of events
surrounding two such prominent cases
that have included summariesserves to
illustrate the highly specific techniques
of deploymentof judgmentsby the media.
It accurately demonstrates the range of
impacts of the summaries across a
numberof different reporting techniques
within the field of media.
The primary function of the judgment
summaryis seen by Phillips 2’ to be "to
maximise accuracy and minimise
mistakes". This accords with the selfacknowledged ethical imperative on
~
journalists
.
to report the newsaccurately
In the case of electronic mediareporters,
wholack extensive legal training, this
impact of judgment summaries can be
quantified according to the ability of
journalists to file stories immediatelyand
to report on the outcomeof the case and
essential issues without misrepresenting
the complexities of the legal decision.
While accounts of electronic media
reports nfthe Super LeagueCases are not
included in this paper, the same-day
broadcast26 of Justice North’~ judgment
summaryin Maritime Union of Australia
2r
v Patrick Stevedores No 1 Pry Ltd
provides evidence of an even more
dramatic employment of the summary.
The immediate transmission of the
court’s decision by a judge to the public
necessarily excludes the journalist from
the process and precludes the possibility
of inaccurate information. In cases where
there is no "talking judgment" but the
summaries are instead distributed to
journalists (as is generally the case),
Phillips 2s suggests that the reports filed
by electronic journalists
from the
courtroom maynot be complete, but they
are less likely to be inaccurate. This
reflects the localised impact of the
judgment summaryon media practice, as
structured according to the selfacknowledgedimperatives of the media
to publish accurate information and
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contrasts with the norraative standard of
the media us the fourth estate that is
imposed by Sir Brennan.
Phillips ~ also points to the explanatmy
function of the judgment sununaw. The
suminaw in the J°
Tasmanian DamCase
was taken as an opportunity for the High
Court to express the view that "the
Court’s judgment does not reflect any
view on the merits of the dispute". This
statement indicates that it is another
function of the judgment summaryto
explain the limitations of the legal
decision, as well as to set out legal
outcomes.This function is demonstrated
in the SuperLeaguecase by the structure
of the coverage in The Australian
newspaper. A number of articles
considered the impact of the Super
League decisions on a range of external
matters, includingthe organisation of the
~t
rugby league competition in Australia
and the implications for subscription
television~ (in terms of profitability and
viability) without presuming that the
decision adjudieatedthose specific issues.
The inclusion of extracts of the
~ allowed the public to realise
summaries
the limitations of the decision while the
media coverage
explained
its
consequences. The particular deployment
of the summary
by a numberof specialist
reporters (includingspecialists in the field
of sports, communieation,business and
legal journalism) demonstrates the
practical impact of summary(outlining
the outcomeof a complexlegal decision)
which serves as the starting point for
specialised
investigations
of the
implication of the decision outside the
legal field.
Finally, the articles by The Australian’s
legal correspondents, Janet Fife-Yeomans
and Jody Scott, indicate a distinct
function
of the summary as an
organisational tool, for those journalists
whowill use it, in conjunction with the
full reasons for decision, to extract and
analysemoretechnical legal issues. In the
coverage of the Super Leagueeases, the
two journalists considered the legal
positions of the parties ~’, the basis on
which the decisions were reached~ and
the appeal options available within the
legal system~. While Fife-Y’eomans~7
considers that extensive practical
experiencein reporting on legal decisions
leaves specialist legal reporters well
equipped to extract newsworthyissues
from legal decisions, she alse recognises
and advocates the judgment summaryas
an orgunisational tool to facilitate the
analytic practices of journalists.
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Accessors After the Fact:
The Media as Accomplice to Patriarchal
Myths of the Female Offender
Louise Falconer looks at myths concerning
their impact on women and society.
omendo not naturally commit
rime. This simple, yet
orted and oppressive notion
is fundamentalto the perception of the
female criminal. Myths concerning the
female offender are pervasive in modern
society and can be chamcterised in one
of two ways. One concerns the popular
explanations for her crime - because she
is sexuallydeviant, biologically different,
or because she is "mad".The other belief
manifests itself in the waythat she is
pemayed,perhaps as a "whore", perhaps
as a "witch" or perhaps as "masculine".
Such prejudices, having arisen from
/udeo Christianity, as well as the works
of early criminologists, still colour
modern society’s
beliefs.
These
antiquated modes of thought have not
been laid to rest because they are
continually resurrected by the media. The
media has immensepowerto alter public
opinion. It is a power that can be
harnessed to obstruct,
whether
intentionally or not, changein society’s
norms. For the most part, the media
participates as a player with societal
institutions
to maintain womenas
~ it is therefore essential for
"Women",
those wishing to debunk anachronistic
myths to expose the weaknesses in
journalist discourse.
The cases of Lindy Chamberlain and
Myra Hindley have been employed to
ilhistmte the links betweenthe mediaand
the continual blm’ringof mythand reality.
These two women have been chosen
specifically because beth were convicted
of child murder. Their crimes disturbed
fundamental social constructs and thus
exemplify the extent to which prejudices
pertaining to the female offender still
linger. Mythsand their resonances have
particular importance for womenbecause
myths concerning women’s innate
capacities have pervaded every aspect of
2society.
"Mythis not an idle tale, but a hard
working active force; is not an
intelligent explanation..,
but a
pragmatic charter of primitive fear
and moral wisdom.’’J
Nowhereis this more apparent than in
the realm of crime, where fear of the
fallen womanstill rages.

W~iist
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the female offender

THE PERPETRATOR:
WHY THE MEDIA MATTERS
"Tbe media"is not a disembediedspectre,
nor is it a termof art. In this contextit is
not just an individual journalist, an
editorial decision, commercialnecessity
or a tabloid as opposedto a current affairs
programme.It is the nexus of all these
factors and the intense force that the
cortflalion produces.It wooldbe negligent
to isolate any one of these elements, as
while "the media" is not by any meansa
harmoniouscollective, the repercussions
it inducesare not traceableto any ultimate
SOUrCe.

The media serves manyfunctions, not
least in keepingthe public informed.Yet
it has been repeatedly recognised that a
self adopted role is to reaffirm the
conseusual morality of society?
"Whensuch fundamental values are
violated, such as the murder of a
child, the news media.., provide an
opportunity for the reaffirmation of
the basic moral standards of
society.,,s
It is this function that renders the media
a threat to changes in traditional
understandingof female criminality. The
media’sresponse to femaleoffenders, and
in particular murderers, reaffirms the
"phallocenlric"ealtare in the broadsense,
defined by Smart as the unconscious and
subjective reproduction of patriarchal
beliefs. ~ It participates in the dominant
social paradigm,therefore is subscribing
to and preserving phallocentrism.
Violence and crime is defined in
masculine terms so the female offender
is of course "unnatural".
Mass media has developed to becomean
important socialising agent. It not only
selectively reflects aspects of society, but
over time actively shapes it."
"One of the areas where the media
are most likely In be successful in
mobilising public opinion.., is on
issues about crime and its threat to
socie.ty

perpetrated

by the media and

The immensepowerof the raedia is best
illustrated by looking at the issue from
two different,
yet overlapping
perspectives, both groundedin the "fear
of crime"mentality. Thenurturing of this
porception by the mediaironically comes
at a lime when crime rates are in fact
declining.’
Research reveals the extensive normative
impact the media has, not only on
thinking patterns but consequentially on
a women’sactions and lifestyle choices.
Women
display a grater fear of crime than
men, despite the fact that menare more
likely to be the victims of crime)°" This
is linked to media generated images of
likely crimes and victims, most notably
reporting individual acts of crime by
strangers, particularly against white
.2 Research has shownthat
young women.
safety,
above affnrdability
and
convenience, was most important to a
womenwhen deciding upon housing,
modesof transport and leisure activities.
Their movement was impaired by a
’socialised fear porspective’of the world.
Daly and Chasteens’ conclusion is that
the extreme examples of crime against
womenused to make news has lead to
undue restriction
on women’s
t’
movement,
This kind of reporting also abets overall
distortion of the broaderpicture of crime.
Crimes that occur least often are most .
likely to be reported in the news.t4 The
focus on high profile crime meansthat
the statistically
prevalent crime is
ignored, and its social context and
implications
become obscured. An
exampleis the focus on "stranger" rope,
which overshadowsthe far more typical
cases of mpeby partners.
THE EVIDENCE: THE MYTHS
AND HOW THEY ARE
PERPETUATED
Both Lindy Chamberlain and Myra
Hindley’s circumstances provide a
microcosmof the interrelations between
crime, the media and social opinions.
Academicscite Lindy Chamberlain’scase
as a cataclysm of Australian psyche and
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culture, a dramathat tapped dccp in the
Australian identity, yet essentially it was
"mundane" case of infanticide/s
MyraHindley was also a convicted child
murderer, on a different continent, in a
different era, her treatmant still bears
remarkable similarities.
As someone
convictedof sadistic abductions, rape and
torture of several teenagers, her crimes
were doubtless horrific. Her male partner
in crime, Inn Bradyhas long since faded
from the headlines. Yet Hindley, still
imprisoned31 years later, still frequently
makesthe headlines. At the heart of these
disparities and similarities
are the
mythologies surrounding womenand
Everystatistic relating to criminal trends
highlights the unavoidable fact that
womenare typically non criminal. This
is a fact that crossesall historical, cultural
and national boundaries. ~ Despite the
small percentage of womenoffenders,
"fear of the non-conforming woman
has transcended ethnic, racial and
religious bounds in almost all
"1~.
civilisations throughouthistory
Ancient
mythology
and Judeo
Christianity are the origins for what has
becomethe contradictory perception of
women,evolving from txvo opposing ways
female sexuality affected men. ~ On the
one hand womenare regarded a superior
beings canonised in the form of Virgin
Mary, a womanwho is simultaneously a
motherand a virgin. But she is also Eve,
the quintessential
evil woman, the
seductress and the temptress.~9 The media
construction of Chamberlainexemplifies
this duality. Goldsworthystates, they
"concentrated simultaneously on her
sexuality and on her maternity, [she]
challenged and violated the largely
unconscious but deeply ingrained
conviction that motherhoodis good,
and female sexuality is bad and never
the twainshall meet,,~o.
At the time of her trial in September1981,
Lindy was six months pregnant. Typical
headlines were: "Guilty Mother", "The
Young Mother with Far Away Eyes" and
"Dingo Baby Mother"2~ . One witness
commentedthat she was a medel wife and
2~
mother.
However at the same time, "Lindy’s
sexuality became a major point of
"2~
discussion
.
amongjournalists
"Lindy looked stunning in her off the
shoulderapricot dress, her little body
faultlessly suntannedas far as the eye
couldsee ,,2~

pa~e $

"lt’s easy to see whyAIichael is a
pastor andnot a priest ,,2~

functionings of the female body, an
"irritation of the ovaries or uterus" were
the causeof devianceand insanitya~. It is
still a trend in punishmentto find more
women committed to some sort of
~. The question
psychiatric care than me#
then becomes whether the womanwas
’bad’ or whethershe was actually ’mad’.
In fact, one headline concerning Hindly
actually ran" "Madorbad?"~9. The irony
in the Hindley case is that Brady was
transferred in 1985 to a psychiatric
hospital, diagnosed as a paranoid
schizophrenic. Hindleyon the other hand
is quite sane. Birchnotes that had Hindley
been sent to a psychiatric ward, it is
probable that she would have been
released by now. The labelling nf Brady
as "mad" allowed his unfathomableacts
to be explained, thus we see his
disappearancefrom public consciousness.
But Hindley denies the ’mad’,
repudiating popular assumptions and
explanations for such crime ensures her
imageis a recurring one in the news.

"She dressed in a fairly sexy sort of
way. She was obviously awareof how
she looked. 1think that she was aware
of her sex appeal "~
The press was confronted with an
unresolvablecontradiction- the alternate
eencepfions of women
were collapsed into
one. Chamberlain was a mother, and
pregnant, but her sexuality could not be
denied. Goldsworthy suggests that had
she not been pregnant as well as prettily
dressed when she stood trial, she may
~
never have been sent to gaol?
Hindley on the other hand was painted
purely as the sexual deviant,
"hardly the stuff
of pin up
stereotypes.., it was the only mould
the press couldfind for her ,,~s.
The most pervasive myth, according to
Omodeiis that female delinquency is
predominantlysexual delinquency.2~ This
can perhaps be traced to the nineteenth
century work of Lombrosu.In The female
Offender they located the cause of
criminality
in the biology of the
individual. Oneof Lombroso’sassertions
was that a large part of female deviance
is sexual in nature. The theory of woman
as "deviant" emerged. ~° Hindley’s
unstable sexuality has been implicitly
linked with the deviance that led to the
murders?~ Muchwas made of the fifty
books on sadism and torture found in
Hindley and Brady’s house. Passages
from De Sade’s Justine were read out at
the trial as evidence of their moral
corruption? ~ Tapes of their ownsexual
activity and pornographyonly deepened
their depravity and in doing so concreted
the link between sexual deviancy and
criminality. The press ran headlines like"
"My Nights of Passion with Myra
Hindley" and "Sex Romps with Ex Nun
in E Wing’’~ . Sexual deviancy is again
aligned with depravity, female sexual
*desire with violent transgression?
B,0,D I$ IdAD
Apersuasive assumptionis that to deviate
in a criminal wayis proof of somesort of
mental imbalance~. If the criminal act
cannot be rationalised logically this is
used as a convenientlabel to explain the
inexplicable. It has long been assumed
that womenare more inclined to sick or
made behaviour than men~. Henry
Maudsleywas one of the first doctors to
identify the inherent madnessin women’s
bodies. He believed that the normal

MASCULINISATION
Lombroso believed that the female
criminal ~vasa result ofa maseulinisation
process, that the delinquent woman
belonged more to the male sex than the
female sex*~. Freud saw female criminal
aggression as the failure of to adopt
appropriate feminine attitudes ’~. In the
nineteenth century, evidence that a
womanhad been properly socialised in
her feminine role led to an acquittal of
murdercharges. A reported at one such
trial wasdisturbedby the accased’sfailure
to weep but could report later that,
"womanhood
was fully established when
she burst into tears’’’~. In a similar vein
it has been suggested that Lindy
Chamberlain
was convictedfor her failure
to cry~. It was written in the Canberra
Times that her adherence to the dingo
story accountedfor her image as a
"cold blooded, heartless murderer,
instead of perhaps a confused,
depressed mother in a state of
uncontrollable mental imbalance "".
If she had spilled a teary confession,
claiming that she didn’t knowwhat came
over her, she maywell have becomethe
object of pity because she was obviously
’mad’. Yet she defiantly asserted her
innocence. Her eagerness to speak to the
media raised accusations of self
aggrandisement and heartlessness. Her
lawyer pleaded with her to be more
’~
"demure", to be more feminine.
Hindley was also constructed
in
masculine terms. The famous brooding
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photo of Hindlcyglaring defiantly at the
camera, showsnot a glimmerof remorse.
Hindiey has herself stated the intense
scrutiny forced her to cultivate an
expressionless
face, which was
interpreted by most as callousness’6. At
the trial, her sister testified that Hindley
"hated babies and didn’t believe in
marriage".7 . In her book On Iniquity,
Hansford wrote of Brady" "on the whole
her looks ordinary... MyraHindley does
not. Nowin the dock she has a great
strangenessandthe king of authority that
one might expect to find in a woman
’’4~
guard
. of a concentration camp
The masculinisation of beth womenwas
compounded
by the nature of the crime child murder. Lombrnsomaintained that
strong proof of the degeneration of a
female criminal is the lack of maternal
iastinct. 4’ Both Chamberlainand Hindley
wereportrayed as the arch ’anti mother’.
Chamberlain’s defence summedup his
case, and popular sentiment, by stating,
"womendo not usually murder their
babies, because to do so would be
contrary to nature
But in the public’s opinion, even if the
murder charges
were untrue,
Chamberlain had still neglected the
responsibility for her child’s welfare.
However stated that by the time
Chamberlaincameto be tried, "she stood
condemnedfor violating the stereotypes
and sanctity
of motherhood,
of
transgressing the boundaries of normal,
passive motherhood.Moreoverby mising
the possibility of havingkilled her child,
she becametransformed into an unnatural
~
mother and a witch?

Iolmstonillustrates that imageryof witch
hunting is still firmly rooted in our
society.
"The spectre of Lindy as a witch was
rarel.v articulated, yet the notion
percolated
just beneath the
Uluru, an inherently mysterious place
was one element conm~outingto the witch
construction:
"The spinifex rustles and the brown
hawks and black crows wheel
overhead. At night the dingoes
howl "~
In this context, it is unfortunate the
Chamberlains
were Seventh Day
Adventists:
"Sometalked of sorcery. Others told
of fearful rites carried out in the
desert. "~
There was speculation that Azaria meant
’Sacrifice in the Wilderness’, that Lindy
was prone to dressing her in black, that
police had found a child’s coffin in the
Chamberlain’s home.~a Bryson captures
the mood, quoting a tax driver whosaid
~9
to him, "they ought to burn the bitch".
Myra Hindley’s crime against children
took her outside the realm of other
explanatory devices, and thus she could
only be a devil. She was labelled by the
Sunas: "The mastevil womanin Britain ".
She has ben consistently used as the
yardstickof whatis truly evil. At her trial,
Hindley refused to take the oath on the
bible, preferring instead to affirm, in
"keepingwith the faithless monster image
’’~
she later acquirrd.

DEMONISATION
THE DEFENCE
Portrayal of women as witches is
consistent throughout Western history.
The witch is a mythical embedi~nentof
~2. During the
the male fear of women
notorious witch hunts of the middleages,
it is estimated that 500,000witches were
~3. The image
burned; 85% being women
of the fallen womanas a witch, demon
or evil incarnate is still a current one.
The demonisationof Chamberlainis clear
fromthis quote of a forensic expert at the
trial:
"All the time, she was there behind
me. Staring. She just stares. She is,
you know, a witch. 1 could feel her
eyes burning holes through my
’’Jr"
back

There is someevidence to suggest that
the extent of influence on the public’s
beliefs isn’t absolute, and that the media
effects is severely limited?~ It is arguable
then that the mediais only the messenger.
It is merelyholding up a mirror to society
in an obtrusive manner, revealing what
wedo sdll really believe? This perspective
defines the mediathe as passive spectator.
Extensive empirical research, as cited
earlier, as well as common
sense indicates
.2
that this is not the case.
Jolm Slee, a journalist with the Sydney
~v[orningHerald concedestlmt someparts
of the media are prone to exaggeration.
But he states that to leap fromexceptional
cases to generalised condemnationof the
media is to fall into the same error of
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which the media itself is accused.~ His
assertion is legitimate and is given
credence by an example provided by
Rhode. She believes that the media
coverage of the OJ Simpsonmurdertrial
was a watershed in coverage of domestic
violence. The media blitz resulted in
positive changes, among them new
~
legislation and heightened awaroness,
There are traditional assertions which
validate massmedia’s role in society. An
exampleis that it providesthe public with
knowledgeand protection, "an informed
citizenry is an armedcitizemy’. *s This
and other assertions like it howeverlose
relevance when the actual manner of
reporting
on women and crime is
scrutinised.
There are few valid
justifications for perpetuating mythsthat
womenare U3dngto eradicate. What is
potentially of deepconcern is apparently
the media is yet to concede the skewed
view it can present. Despite Iustice
Modings inquiry into the Chamberlain
trial, Slce writes,
"’a confident view on howprejudicial
the media coverage of that case was
just isn ~ possible "."
CONCLUSION: CASTRATING
PHALLOCENTRISM
Female offenders are seen to be doubly
deviant, they have breached the law of
the land, and more fundamentally,
’natural
law’ relating
to their
femininity. *~ Clearly myths about female
crime predate any media involvement,but
clearly an important issue to resolve is
the ways in which the media, such a
potent force in modern sociely still
perpetuates myths that ought to have
disappearedinto the annals of time. It is
essential to engage in such a debate
because the media validates the dominant
phallocentric beliefs about female
criminality.
A major strategy for
disrupting this construction is to
persistently challenge the terms on which
it is lodged. The trials by society of
Chamberlain and Hindley reveal the
deeply rooted beliefs that continue to
undermine the polemics of female
criminality, and reveal the discourse to
be truly defined in masculine terms. As
Birch states.
"The mythology of Myra reveals
about all that we do not have
languageto represent female killing
andthat a case like this disrupts the
very terms that holder gender in
place". ~s
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Australian
Telecommunications
Policy in the New Millennium:
A Global Perspective
Valerie
McKay looks at the way in which key global regulatory
and technological
developments
rather than domestic considerations
will play an increasingly
stronger role in the shape of future
telecommunications
regulations
and legislation
in Australia.

INTRODUCTION
he Australian telecommunications
industry has undergone significant
changes in the last decade, from
government owned monopolies to an
environment
of open competition.
Broadly, the communications industry
has evolved into its present state via tlu’ee
major reform phases. The most recent of
these phases, which captures the present
arrangements, is the 1997 package of
legislation that entered into force on 1
July
1997.
This included
the
Telecommunications Act 1997 (TA) and
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Parts X1Band XIC of the Trade Practices
Act 1974, (TPA) enacted specifically
address competition issues arising in the
newly liberalised
Australian
telecommunications industry. The object
of the TAis:
¯ ..provide a regulotoryframeworl~that
promotes the long-term interests of
end-users of carriage services or
services
supplied
by means of
carriage services; and the efficiency
and international competitiveness of
the Australian telecommunications
industr)~

During the next decade, it is believed that
international
trade agreements and
technological
developments
will
transform telecommunications
into a
globally focused industry anderpinned by
a supranational regulatory regime. This
paper discusses a major international
telecommunications
agreement,
administered
by the World Trade
Organisation (WTO)and suggests that
will form the basis of a future global
regime.
It then considers
which
organisation’s) could be a suitable global
regulatory
body to administer
a
supranational regime. The global nature
of the industry is being further entrenched
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by rapid technological developments. It
is conceded
implementing
a
comprehensiveglobal regimeis no simple
task and notes that manyother factors will
need to be addressed in the formulation
of any serious global telecommunications
regulatory regime. However, it seems
more likely than not that some form of
agreementwill be reached in the next 10
years and therefore any domestic
legl,;lative changeswill be influenced by
these global developments.
INTERNATIONAL
REGULATORY
DEVELOPMENTS
Amongst many other individual
countries, there appears to be a growing
trend
towards
liberalised
telecommunications markets 2. Between
countries, multilateral trade frameworks
are being established, in particular
through the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) 3 .
The inclusion
of
telecommunications as part of the 1994
UruguayRoundof trade talks illustrates
a significant supranational development.
The Final Act 1994 resulting from the
Round includes the General Agreement
4. The GATS
on Trade in services (GATS)
establishes binding multilateral rules
covering market access, national
treatment of foreign services and service
suppliers, and governmentregulation of
trade in services~. Oneof the annexesto
the GATS
relates to telecommunications.
Whenthe Uruguay Round negotiations
closed, agreement had not been reached
on the regulatory disciplines provided in
the telecommunications annex~. These
disciplines
included an access and
interconnection provision for public
7telecommunications
.
transport networks
A Negotiating
Group on Basic
Telecommunications
(NGBT)8 was
established to work towards negotiating
commitments by countries
to an
agreement on basic telecommunications.
Negotiations were concluded in February
19979 and the Report of the Group on
Basic Telecommunications
(GBT)
released. The GBT,which entered into
force on 5 February 1998, contains
schedules of various commitmentsby 69
countries relating to market access and
mles for fair market practice ~°. Offers
madeunder the GBTare legally binding
and disputes between countries can be
taken to the WTOdispute resolution
paneW.
Australia’s commitments to the GBT
include allowing an unlimited numberof
basic telecommunicationscarder licences
and no sector specific foreign equity
limits for new carriers.
Foreign

investment opportunities in existing
carders are also included in the one-third
privatisation of TelsWaand in Opmsand
Vodafone". Interestingly,
these
commitmentswere already provided for
from 1 July 1997 through the new
framework, independently of the GATS
~
telecommunications
.
negotiatinns
The next Roundof talks is scheduled to
commence by January 2000. It seems
likely that more countries will make
commitmentsto the GBTat this point and
further issues such as international
accountingrates will be negotiated. It is
contended that the GBT,which presently
accounts for more than 91 por cent of
t~
global teleeommunications revenuns
will form the basis of a supranational
regulatory frameworkin the future.
KEY PARTICIPANTS
IN REGULATORY
DEVELOPMENTS AND A
POTENTIAL
GLOBAL
REGULATOR
The implementation of the GBThas come
about through the work of key players.
Of these, the USis arguably the most
influential player with the European
Union (EU) and the Organisation for
Econotnic Cooperation and Development
(OECD)also involved in moves towards
establishing a uniform policy framework.
The EU and OECDprepare extensive
reports
on telecommunications
developments, and support adoption of
liberalisatinn policies, privatisation and
competition in telecommunications
markets ~. Organisations such as the
World Trade Organisation (WTO), the
World Bank, the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the International
TelecommunicationUnion (ITU) are also
key players in telecommunications
developments.
The WTOhas 132
~* and administers the General
Members
")
Agreementon Tariffs and Trade (GA’I~I
and GATS, while the World Bank and
IMFprovide finance for countries to
ptivatise their public telecommunications
operators (PTOs)~7. The ITU is a treaty
organisation established in 1865. It has
188 national memberst8 and its three
sectors deal with coordination and
development of technical and operating
standards for telecommunications and
radiocommunications,including satellite
services~9. Its basic treaties mayonly be
altered at plenipotentiary conferences,
2°
held
. at four-yearly intervals
As proposed above, the GBTcould form
the basis of a global treaty and legal
framework
for
access
to
telecommunications
services.
A
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regulatory body would be required to
administer this treaty and it is suggested
that the W’IOand/or the ITU would he
an appropriate choice. One possibility
would involve
the WTOtaking
responsibility for competition policy
issues including access and the ITU
administering technical regulation,
similar to the situation in Australia with
the Australian
Competition
and
Consumer Commission (ACCC)and the
Australian Communications Authority
(ACA). At present, the ITl_l has more
Membersthan the WTOand decisions
are made on a consensus basis. The WTO
has fewer Members and less
representation from developingcountries.
Requiring countries to ratify the GATI’,
GATSand the principles contained
therein before being admitted as Members
controls membershipto the WTO.There
are advantages and disadvantages with
both groups. For example, the ITU is
sometimescriticised for its cumbersome
negotiating process, which tend to
emphasise "... careful deliberation and
"~t
continuity over speed and flexibility
and require consensus from all countries
often resulting in lengthy delays in
reaching decisions xx. However,the WTO
mayalso he seen as being controlled by
developed countries’ interests to the
detriment of developing countries’
interests 2~. A global regulatory body
would require an effective decision
making process that is fair to all
participants but allows for fast decision
making so as to keep pace with
technological developments. Regardless
of whichorganisation controls the global
regulatory regime, its seemslikely that
regulators within individual countries, for
example, the ACCCwould continue to
give effect to the principles via their own
regulatory methods.
TECHNOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENTS
SHAPING FUTURE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
REGULATION
Future telecommunications regulation
will depend in large part upon
technological developments. Like the
information
industry,
the
telecommunications industry is very
dynamic and characterised by rapid
changes in communicationstechnology.
For example, innovations are providing
new metheds of delivering domestic and
international
telecommunications
services and altering demandpatterns by
offering superior services at lowerpdees.
Satellite technologyis one exampleof the
speed at which technology changes. Less
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than thirty years ago, satellite technology
was prohibitively expensivefor individual
nations. Through treaty organisations
such as Intelsat 2~ and Inmarsat2~ the
pooling of resources
meant that
technology v, as affordable and available
to most countries on a fairly equitable
basis. This arrangement worked well
when government owned monopolies
dominated the industry
and the
technology was expensive. However,
today’s satellite technology is less
expensive so there is increased demand
for limited spectrum space coming from
nations and private commercialoperators
with sophisticated services available to
consumers. The Radiocommunication
sector within the ITU, which is
responsible for the allocation of scare
oPoital space and frequency spectrum to
accommodatesatellites has to consider
many competing interests 26. These
technological developments have caused
manyto question the continuing existence
and effectiveness of groups such as
Intelsat and Inmarsat with somemembers
advocating privatisation
of the
organisation and opon competition in the
27
.indast~
Satellite technology also serves ever
increasing mobile markets Worldwide,
the mobile market has increased
sevenfold between 1990 and 1995:8,
while Auslralians have one of the highest
29
per. capital take up rates in the world
Domestic and international
mobile
networks are rapidly
expanding
culminatingI the first truly global mobile
~°.
networks appearing this year
Therefore, there is an argument that
access to global networks should be
regulated on a global basis.
Not only is telecommunications
technologydeveloping, rapidly, but there
is increasing convergence with other
industries such as information technology
and broadcasting. A key issues for future
regulation and policy is the link between
telecommunications
and lnternet
technology. The information age is giving
rise to unprecedenteddemandfor services
providing instant worldwide data
transmission. The Internet which to date
has developed with minimal regulation
arguably presents the greatest regulatory
challenge in the future. Delivery of
Internet services is presently via public
telecommunications infrastructure and
the emergence of Internet
voice
technologywill create access and pricing
issues between information technology
providers and telecommunications
service providers.
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According to the OECD,mobile phone
growth is the current driver of the
telecommunications market and Internet
growth will see the next wave of
infrastructure
development 3t. It is
proposedthat demandfor data traffic will
eventually exceed demandfor voice, the
same way voice telephony demand
succeeded telegraph as the preferred
nmeans
.
of communicationlast century
OTHER ISSUES AFFECTING
THE ESTABLISHMENT
OF A GLOBAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
REGIME
Thereare other factors and issues related
and distinct from telecommunications
that will also require considerationin the
creation
of an effective
global
telecommunications regulatory regime.
The factors that Drahos and Joseph
identify as having a significant effect on
supranational telecommunicationspelicy
include: the telecommunications market
itself;
competition
policy;
telecommunicationsstandard setting; the
international
telecommunications
accountingregime; intellectual property;
and satellite regulation ~. In another
paper, competing interest of various
players, threats to national sovereignty
and foreign investment policies are
nominatedas key factors ~4. Theseare all
necessarily
linked
with
telecommunications in some form or
other and obtaining international
consensus on these complexfactors will
be complicated.
Thus, it may be argued that the
development of a supranational
telecommunications
regime is too
difficult give the manycomplexissues
involved. However,international treaty
making has achieved consensus in more
complicated arenas. For example, the
Law of the Sea Convention ~ resolved
manycontentious issues and political
differences and the treaty is now
supported by 138 nations including the
US~. The US, EUand the OECDsupport
implementationof a market access model
for world telecommunications markets.
Given past experiences in agreements
3~ and the persuasive power
such as TRIPS
of the USto ’get things done’ through
bilateral, multilateral or even unilateral
means, its seems inevitable that some
supranational policy will be formulated.
Furthermore, as asserted by Frieden,
"[tlhe increasingly volatile, complex,and
competitive
telecommunications
environment, closely linked with
information service markets, supports a
"~s
new world telecommunications order.

IMPLICATIONS
FOR AUSTRALIAN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
POLICY
As outlined above, there are some
significant developmentsbccurring in a
global context which are likely to have
an effect on the direction of Australian
telecommunicationpolicy and regulation.
The TPAprovides that by 1 July 2000,
there must be a comprehensivereview of
~. Although
the operation of the Part 1XB
no equivalent provisionapplies to the TA,
it is suggested that the samedate would
be an appropriate time to review the
legislation. In three years the effects of
competition in more sectors of the
industry should be apparent so a review
would be timely.
Although
a
comprehensiveglobal access regime will
not be in place by 2000, further progress
towardsthe formationof a frameworkvail
have occurred and alterations could
reflect any changesif required.
With respect
to international
telecommunicationsissues, Australia has
been an active participant in WTO
and
ITUnegotiations and it is proposedthat
this stance be maintainedto ensure that
Australian viewpoints are aired and the
effects of any global agreements are
understood.Furthermore,it is arguedthat
Australia’s competition policy and
foreign investment rules are compatible
with the global market access model of
telecommunications
being formed
through the GBT. As noted earlier,
Australia’s
GATScommitments are
generous with no restrictions on basic
telecommunicationscarrier licences and
no sector specific foreign equitylimits for
newcarriers.
CONCLUSION
The international industry is a state of
flux. In the mediumterm it is suggested
that international telecommunications
agreements such as the GBTwill form
the basis of a future global regulatory
framework.
It is also submittedthat future
access regulation will be driven from a
supranational perspective headed by a
global regulatory body, but administered
by a national regulator.
Rapid growth and convergence of
telecommunications technologies also
point towards a future global regulatory
regime. There are, however, many
complex issues that will have to be
resolved before a supranational regime
can be implemented.Althoughthis will
be a difficult task, it is not impossibleas
international
cooperation has been
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The Police Videotape Record of
Interview
as "Documentary":
Its Use and Implications
fr© a
Film Theory Perspective
Jean Burton explains the links

between Police V~deotape Interviews

n 1998 the relationship between the
law and the media in Australia is
becomingmore committedthan ever.
Crimereporting on television has lei’t the
newsroomand gone onto the streets, not
just with newscrews but passers-by with
their handheld video cameras ready to
shoot out-of-focus footage to send to
ratings-hungry networks. Inadvertent
community surveillance
has turned
Australia’s Funniest HomeVideos into
The World’sSilliest Criminals. This is
the ever evolving commercialface of the
partnership between these two cultural
institutions, the face that entertains and
smiles at television’s consumers.

purely to the interview carried out by
police officers with a suspect in controlled
surroundings in a police station ~, and
using the exampleof Western Australian
law.

I

The commercial arena aside, more
importantly, what of the professional
partnership between media and law? How
has the technology of the media
influenced and infiltrated the processes
of law in Australia? Althoughthere are
nowremote room cameras available for
courts and surveillance footage tendered
as evidence, this essay argues that the
police videotape record of interview
(PVRI)is one of the most influential and
challenging media-basedintroductions to
the legal framework.
This statement is premised on mybelief
that the PVRI can be considered as
documentaryfootage, in a film theory
sense, and this is where its links and
relevance to the law are interesting. The
argumentwill be developed by focusing
briefly on the concept of evidence and
historical perspectives of the law,
introducing film theory and cultural
influences as they apply to the PVRIand,
finally, di~ctions for the future. In doing
so I will demonstratethat not only does
this essential legal tool carry the "troth
claim" of documentary, but that its
connectionto culture positions it on the
verge of mediaexploitation.
Beforeproceedingfurther it is important
to identify the PVRIas distinct fromother
audiovisualmaterial, such as surveillance
videos or amateur footage, that maybe
producedor procured by the law. For the
purposes of this essay the PVRIrefers
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Videotapeinterviews were first trialed in
Western Australia in 1987, and by 1994
legislation was drafted for amendments
to the Criminal Code OVA)to include
videotape interviews as evidence.
However, to allow time for purchase,
training and installation of equipment,
the legislation did not comeinto effect
until November1996. Section 570(D)(2)
of the Code states that evidence of an
admission by an accused person standing
trim for a serious offenceis not admissible
unless on videotape. There are provisions
for reasonable excuse and exceptional
circumstances, as defined in section
s570(D)(l) and (4) respectively,
videotaperecording has not been possible,
resulting in frequent legal argumentas
to admissibility. Tlfis clearly identifies the
PVRI as a unique and important
"document"in relation to the admission
of evidence. It is salient at this point to
examine these two fundamentally legal
terms.
ORIGINS OF "DOCUMENT"
AND "EVIDENCE"
The use of the word "document" is
deliberate because it is culturally
connected to the law. Brian Winston in
Claiming the Real: the documentaryfilm
revisited traces the origin of the word
"documentary"as an adjective from 1802
and of "document", ("something written,
inscribed, etc, which furnishes evidence
or information, only’) from 1727. He
commentsthat words such a "muniment’,
"affidavit"
and "writ"
become
incorporated
into the generic
"document", and that these words stem
mainly from the legal profession; that
they bind
"writing and what is written to the
commonlaw, specifically to evidence
before the law in both the pre-modern
and the modern period.
The

and prime time entertainment.
contemporaryuse of "document"still
carries with it the connotation of
evidence."’
"Evidence" stems from the science-asinscription argumemwhich says that
initially,
due to observation and
experiment, science becameexternal to
thought. In other words, according to
Switjink this groundedscientific data as
not belonging "to the consciousness of
the perceivingsubject.., becausedifferent
observers will obtain the same data."
Science was inscribed in writing or
pictorial representations (eg. anatomical
and botanical drawings) and held to
occupythe area closer to knowledgethan
opinion. Data becameinscribed evidence
of the physical universe.
Fromthe 1600s, however, mathematical
probability entered the scientific realm
and by the early 1900sthe result wasthat
social observations could be "proved" by
probabilities and considered scientific
"laws". Winstonsays that "’[a]gainst this
background of numbers, social
investigation became transformed".
Nichols, accordingto Winston,takes this
point further by suggesting that
criminality then became measured by
probabilities:
whichgovernedsimilar people, doing
similar things, in similar situations,
with similar motives, goals, and
results. Such an algebra replaces
personal knowledge of specific
individuals- their family history, past
behaviour, typical traits,
and
established goals. It is the algebraof
the city and of the managementof
populations.
In other words, whatwere previously seen
as observations could be examinedon a
statistical basis that provided probable
outcomes; evidence backed up by
numbers but without regard for the
personal.
With the introduction of the photograph
in the mid 1800s as an extension of the
scientific device, that is, producing
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cvidenea, the link for the cinematograph
t~ b¢ givenevidential status is established.
By the early 20th Centre3, photography
was to become an indispensable and
widely used criminology tool. It is a
process of evohition that film, video and
computer visual technology have
subsequently taken their place alongside
the photographas the visual producer of
evidence.
I" is fromthis point that"traditional" film
c~cumentarytheory develops in the 1920s
and 1930s, including Grierson’s
"actuality", what he saw as evidence of
reality; the introduction of the aesthetic
or"creative treatment" by such people as
Flaherty and Vertov who played with
imagesfor effect; and of course the later
developments of verite and its hybrids
such as direct cinemaand ’fly on the wall’
(cg Sylvania Waters).
Throughoutall discussion, however,there
has been an underlying premise which
continues to be problematic: film (=
science = evidence) = truth - the truth
claim of documentary. It is not my
intention to dwell on the truth claim in
terms of traditional documentarystyles
suffice to say that it is deeplyingrained,
~,[most as commonsense; "the camera
doesn’t lie." Instead, keeping this
importantpoint in mind, I wish to return
to the realm of the PVRIand examineits
documentary relationship to law and
culture. Winstonsays:

increased and challenges to evid~nechave
decreased. Therefore, the PVRImust be
contributing to reducing the gap between
evidence and truth. W~ththat comment
made, and acknowledging the different
perceptions possible for the word
"evidence," I turn again to the cultural
implications of the camera as evidence
and the documentary identifiers
connected to the PVR/.
MEANS OF RECORDING
THE INTERVIEW
The meansof production of the PVRIare
very controlled. Equipmentis standard
and procedures clearly defined by the
ideolog7of the state thoughlegalisation.
The camera is positioned in a location
that covers the interviewing roomwith
table and chairs and two videotapes are
used simultaneously; one for backup.
Videotapes are recorded with a visible
reference to the date and time on screen
and tape. The result of the production is
that there is limited scope for "creative
treatment". However, in the remotest
interpretation of the concept, "creative
treatment" does occasionally occur in
answerto legal requirements in the form
of editing whichwill be discussed belmv.

Considering the environment of the
PVRI,what is also produced is a unique
camera gaze, akin to the documentary
gazes. As Bill Nichols explains:
"Just as various prefigurative choices
in the use of language signal the
moralpoint of view of a historian, ’the
camera’s gaze ’ maysignal the ethical,
political and ideological perspective
of the filmmaker".
In other words, different
filming
techniques reflect a film maker’s point
of view whichcan result in, for example,
a professional, humaneor curiosity gaze,
to name a few. With the PVRI, although
it is technically a detached visual
recording - the camera is not handheld
but controlled froma console - the result
is, I wouldsuggest, a legal gaze. This is
because it is a visual documentwhichhas
an evidential purpose, a strong narrative
and a varied audience (police, legal
professionals, jurors) that are related to
the ideological requirements of the law,
which separates it from the professional
gaze or surveillance video.
This links tenuously to an ethical
consideration. Nichols again, in Blurred
Boundaries, commentsthat,

Although documentary’s truth claim
depends... on the fact that, because
of the camera,scientific evidence is
what is on the screen, scientific
evidence itself is influenced by the
concept of evidence in the law ... So
the law provides the general cultural
concept of evidence into which
science and documentory’s truth
claims in general both fit.
This confluence of the camera and tire
law at the point of truth only adds to the
problematic area of the gap between the
evidence and truth. If follows then that
the legal profession is constantly striving
to narrowthe gap in order to fight crime
and achieve convictions, and that this
occurs by providing the best possible
evidencefor the jury and/or judge to have
before them. Evidence is provided by
witness testimony and exhibits, and this
nowof course includes the PVRIwhich
is consideredon the upperlevel of"treflC,
and particularly
if it contains an
admission.
In Western Australia, since the PVKI’s
introduction
pleas of guilty have
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"The proximity of the camerato its
subject or the relentlessness of its
gaze may provoke discomfort when it
obtains evidencewith regardfor tact,
or perhaps even decency. "
In the circumstance of the PVRIthe
suspect’s fights to receive a "tactful" and
"decent" gaze from the camera are
Somewhatwaived once consent is given
for the video interviewto take place; that
is, they haveno control over the camera’s
gaze.
To a siguificant extent, this legal gaze in
the PVRIalso arises from an obvious
feature whichis one of the dooamentary’s
critical techniques, the interview. Corner
links the law to documentaryby calling
interview speech, "variously obtained and
used", as his evidential
mode 2
(testimony). Using Nichols’ definitions
of documentary
type, interview identifies
the PV1LIas an interactive mode of
documentary.He states,
"this formraises ethical questions of
its own: interviews are a form of
hierarchical discourse deriving from
the unequaldistribution of power, as
in the confessional
and the
interrogation".
Because of the nature of institutional
procedures in place during a PVRIthere
is obviously an unequal distribution of
power between police officers and the
suspect. However,it is importantto note
that, froma legal point of viewat least,
the suspect is not completely powerless
because of the fundamental premise of
innocence until proven guilty. Evenso,
once the unequal power relationship is
established between police officer and
suspect, there are a minefieldof cultural
issues that arise in the interview room.
First, according to Nichols, "for every
fact, for every piece of incontrovertible
evidence, more than one argument can
be fashioned". Oneof the standard means
of shaping an argument in documentary
is by authorial control of editing. Thiscan
affect narrative and relationships to
fiction and evidence. Editing is not
prdolematicwith the PVRIin the waythat
is debated in a number of documentary
styles; that is, in actively putting forward
a position of argument. However, as
highlighted earlier, there is a limited
amountof "creative treatment" given to
the PVR/when
inadmissible or irrelevant
portions are edited out of the original
recording, such as references to previous
convictions.
Second, according to Guynn,"Narrative
is never absent in documentaryfilms" .
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Corner and Nichols develop this point by
suggesting that the narrative structuring
of exposition through chronology and
causal connections in a question and
answer format have long been a feature
of documentary. This is clearly
demonstratedin the PVRIthrough the use
of questions and answer to establishes
times and activities linked to the inquiry
investigation. Further, there is ofien more
than one narrative in the PVRI: the
narrative of the legal/police institution,
and the narrative of the suspect-and the
twooften conflict as to fact; for example,
a suspect denying knowledgeof being at
a certain place at a certain tirne. Thisdoes
not subvert the truth claim of
documentary, however, because the
fundamental premise of camera = truth
hovers over the narrative.
Although narrative can certainly be
applied to the PVRI,whenit is linked to
evidence then the problematic areas of
motive and intent are introduced. These
arise because the PVKIis considered to
be "raw" footage. It is not treated by
technology
or further
cultural
significances by way of editing or
authorial interference - "cooked"~ The
PVRIis only the primary representation;
as Corner explains, "’the recordedsounds
and images from which the film is
constructed". This leaves it devoid of
additional cultural readings addingto the
film’s meaning.Becauseof this the PVRI
remains "on the back burner"; never
totally "cooked"but also, by its use in
the legal profession, being removedfrom
its "raw" state by attempting to
demonstrate intent and motivation - two
very loaded cultural concepts - through
the narrative.
Nichols states succinctly, "Noimage can
showintent or motivation ". This is also
important whenconsidering the suspect’s
demeanour during a PVRI, something
that previously was unavailablefor juries
to have as evidence. As an example, a
PVRImayappear in its ’raw’ state to
indicate an expressionless suspect
making an emotionless admission to an
alleged offence. However,by the time the
PVRIis tendered at trial, the accused,
through legal representation, mayargue
that the admissionwas madein a state of
shock or under duress. Nichols expands
on this:
The sameevidence, or facts, can often
be placed quite convincingly within
more than one system of meaning, or
given more than one interpretation.
Court trials often hinge upon
precisely this fact and involve not
only matters of circumstantial

evidence
but the meaning of
documentaryevidence itself. For this
reason the status of the photographic
imagein legal proceedingsis far from
cut anddried andit mayserve us well
to recall the caution exercised there.
Onceagain this challenges the truth claim
but still doesn’t deny the PVRI’s
possibilities; juries nowhave another
evidential tool to consider with other
evidence.
iSSUES REGARDING
LANGUAGE ON THE PVR|
It wouldbe erroneousat this point not to
acknowledgethe powerfulcultural impact
of language on the PVRI and how it
contributes to evidence, power,narrative,
motive and intent. As viewers of texts,
we are aware of jargon when hearing a
police officer speak on television or
listening to counsel in court. Different
social and cultural institudous such as the
law and police have distinctive language
patterns, and it follows that becausethey
hold the power in the PVRI, they
therefore control the pattern of language
in that situation.
This can provide a very persuasive
environment. For example, in the Rodney
King trial the accused police officers
(whenthey were being interviewed) used
one-dimensional
language
and
emotionless responses with, according In
Nichols, "no space for critical
consciousnessor dialectical thought ". A
more public exampleof this concept was
the American media/military’s use of
"friendly fire" to explain allied deaths
caused by their ownfire. This is an area
strongly connected to semiotic analysis
not pursued here, but it goes to
demonstratethat languagecan be crucial
in shaping an argumentor proposition.
CONCLUSION.
THE FUTURE FOR PVRI
Finall); I wish to conclude with some
commentsand concerns for the future of
the PVRI. One of the constants of
documentaryis that nothing is constant.
Documentary styles have adapted and
hybridised to the point where one of the
most popular television forms at present
is the "reality TVgenre2. Corner says,
"’lt wouldbe hard to find anotherperiod
when so many different
styles of
documentarism were being broadcast".
Although the idea of a controlled
interview such as the PVRImay not be
appealing now as "infotainment",
society’s present fascination with crime
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and voyeuristic social deviancy such as
;aedophilia, combined with television
~etworks’lust for ratings, is creating an
ever-increasing market for whatever can
be broadcast. Thereare legislative limits
in place now(up to $100,000fine or 12
months’ imprisonment in Western
Australia) to prevent the broadcasting of
pVRI’s, but the demandand influence of
the media moguls cannot be denied. One
only has to look at the relationships
:=etwenmediahamnsand political leaders
and the re-emergenceof media ownership
issues to confirmthis point.

demonstratethat the PVRIis significantly
aligned with documentary style from a
film theory perspective. It is also
undeniably important as documentary
evidence from a legal perspective.
Introduce the considerable political and
economic influence of the commercial
media and the PVRIseemspoised to join
the constantly evolving reality TV
documentary game. It must only be a
matter of time before the media-legal
relationship is reaffirmed; the "evidence"
will be in front of us, on screen, prime
time.

CONCLUSION
In summary the points I have raised
regarding: the production of the PVRI;
the documentary theoqt including the
interview, gaze and editing; and cultural
considerations of narrative and language,
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Child On Line Protection
Halted for Now
John Corker looks at the battle

over the Child On Line Protection

he war has brokenout again in the
USbetweenthe free speech on-line
groups and the government over
new laws which seek to protect minors
from harmful material on-line. The Child
On-Line Protection Act (COPA),passed
by the USCongress on October 7, and
signed into law by President Clinton on
October 21, 1998 was prevented from
coming into operation by a temporary
restraining
order granted on 19
November 1998 by Judge Lowell Reed
Jr. of the USDistrict Court. This order
prevents the Governmentfrom enforcing
the Act and is likely to stay in place until
a full hearing is held of the substantive
issues raised by the plaintiffs.

as information about safe sex, gay and
lesbian issues, medical conditions, or
~
even
. poeuy

T

Theplaintiffs are diverse and include the
NewYork Times, Sony On-Line, CBS
New Media, Time, Condomania, a
leading on-line seller of condoms,
OBGYN.NET,a site about women’s
reproductive health and RIOTGRRL,
a
feminist e-zine,. They all argue that
whilst the law purports to restrict the
availability of materials to minors, the
effect of the law is to restrict adults from
communicatingand receiving expression
that is clearly protected by the First
Amendment.They say that the law will
put a wide range of web sites in danger
of prosecution for what amounts to
constitutionally protected content, such

This is roundtwo in a battle that started
more than two and a half years ago where
the same forces met in the same US
District Court to battle over the now
infamous section of the Communications
Decency Act (CDA) which made it
felony to transmit or display any
"indecent" material on the Interact that
could be obtained by minors, The
plaintiff’s
Memorandumof Law in
support of their Motion for the
Restraining Order states:
This is Congress’ second attempt to
imposecriminal sanctions on the display
of constitutionally protected, non-obscene
materials on the Interact’... Recognizing
that the lntcrnet had becomea powerful
"new marketplace of ideas" and "vast
democratic faro" that was "dramatically
expanding"
in the abscence of
government regulation,
the Court
imposed the highest
level
of
constitutional scrutiny on content-based
infringements of Intemet speech.
The Supreme Court found that the CDA
was too wideranging, not specific enough
and struck downthat law.
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Act

Act in the United States.
The COPAhas tried to get around the
difficulties of the CDA
case by creating a
definition of harmful material which is
remarkablefor its specificity:
"materialthat is harmfulto minors"
any communication, picture, image,
graphicimagefile, article, recording,
writing or other matter of any kind
that is obsceneor that (A) the average
person, applying contemporary
community standards, would find,
taking the material as a whole and
with respect to minorsis designed to
panderto, the prurient interest,"
depicts, describes, or represents, in a
manner patently offensive with
respect to minors, an actual or
simulated sexual act or sexual
contact, an actual or simulated
normalor perverted sexual act, or a
lewdexhibition of the genitals orpost
pubescent female breast; and (C)
taken as a whole, lacks serious
literary, artistic, political or scJentific
value for minors
The COPAimposes criminal and civil
penalties on person who:
knowingly and with knowledgeof the
character of the material, in
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commerceby means of the world wide
web make any communications for
commercialpurposes that is available
to the minor and that includes any
material that is harmful to minors.
It is a defence to a prosecution if the
defendant:
in goodfaith has restricted access by
minors to material that is harmful to
minors:
(a) by requiring the use of a credit
card, debit account adult access
code, or adult identification
number
(b) by accepting
a digital
certificate that verifies age; or
(c}by any other reasonable
measures that are feasible under
available technology.
Theplaintiffs argue that age verification
systems would turn away manypotential
visitors to their sites and significantly
commercially damage them, The editor
of an e-zinc called Salon said:
Our site occasionally
has columns
containing sexaml content. Salon would
have to put up a gate saying you have to
register. Our circulation wouldplummet
overnight. An~aimeyou stop the normal
impulseof a reader to click on your site,
youlose trafl-]c.
Judge Reed has stated that issues as to
whetherit wouldbe economicallyrealistic
and technologically possible to verify the

identity informationof visitors are still
very real issues to be determinedby law.
Proponentsof the law suggest that it does
no more than take what alrca@ exists
underState law on-line. But the plaintiffs
argue the law could end up applying local
standards to websites whichare by their
very nature global and thus applying the
lower standard of a State law to a global
juri~iction is inappropriate.
The Act was signed into law despite
advice from the Justice Deparlmentthat
provisions of the Act mayconstitute an
unconstitutional restriction on free
speech. It was reported 2 that President
Clinton approved the COPAproposal
because it was attached to critical
spending legislation,
This happened
similarly with the CDAwhich was linked
to assuring passage through Congressof
the USTelecommunicationsAct of 1996.
This has interesting parallels to the way
that laws in Australia which seek to
restrict access to ’adult’ or offensive
material are passed through Parliament.
For example, an amendment to the
Broadcasting Services Act 1992 moved
by Senator Harradinewhich restricts the
broadcast of "R" rated material on
subscription broadcast television until
both houses of Parliament have approved
it was accepted by Governmentin order
to assure passage of legislation which
fLxedthe debacleit hadgot itself into with
the tender processes for Pay TVsatellite
~.
licences A and B

Debate has raged about whether the
recently released Start report wouldhave
heen covered by this law. Chris Barr,
editor and chief of CNET
said "it’s a lot
moretargeted than the original CDA,but
it would he problematic for companies
like ours to find out the ageof users before
giving access to things like the Starr
report". Government Attorney Karen
Stewartarguedthat the Start report would
be out side of the aco~ of the statute
because of its political nature. However
the judge allowed the Staff report to be
considered in the temporaryrestraining
order proceedingson the basis that sites
felt like they could face a prosecutionfor
posting the report.
CONCLUSION
This ongoing battle highlights the
difficulty of the application of the
criminal law in the content of the on-line
medium
and howlittle w¢still understand
the implications of direct regulation in
this area, It also highlightshoweasyit is
for laws to have unintended
consequences. The full hearing of the
action challenging the COPAis due to
be heard in December1998.
John Corker is General Counsel for the
Australian Broadcasting Authority
1 Courtney
Macvinta,
CNET
news.corn,
’CDA
II
critics claimtemporary
victory’, November
19,
1998.
2 Courtney
Macvinta,
CNET
news.com,
’Suit
against
CDA
ll’, October
22,1998.
3 SenateHansard:
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Sound Unlimited:
Music & Copyright in Cyberspace
Mark Bamford looks at how the music industry is moving its
various ¢opyrght collection societies.
he musicindustry is taking its first
tentative steps into cyberspace.At
stake is a potentially lucrative
method of exploiting music. However,
significant difficulties
need to be
overcome,not the least of whichis rights
protection. This article reviews some
developmentsin the musicindustry as it
gears up for the moveon-line.

T

THE MUSIC INDUSTRY
ON-LINE:

GOES

Most major record companiesand a host
of independentlabels have websites. The
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business on-line

size and complexity varies. By way of
example, the Epic Records Group
regularly updatesits artists’ websites and
often incorporates electronic bulletin
boards to obtain feedbackfrom customers.
GeorgeMichael’s label, AegeanRecords,
places the lnternct morecentrally in its
business strategy. Aegeanrecently jointed
up with Sun Microsystems lntervid,
Iterated Systems and Real Videos/Real
Audio to launch a web channel which
delivers real video, digital quality sound
and content.

and the response of

Perhaps the most common form of
electronic commerceconducted on the
Internet by musicindustry players to date
is the mail order service. For the purpose
of such a service the website acts as a
shop front enabling browsers to sample
products (eg music from a CD)and then
to order and pay for themby e-mail The
products are delivered to the customerby
post.
The UK based Internet Music Shop
provides a mail order service and makes
monthly sales of around £25,000,
growing at a rate of 25%per month.
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TowerRecordshits plans to launch such
a service in the UKfollowing the success
of its USretail stores. TowerRecordswill
stock 350,000 different albums, videos
and books which will be available to
customers, in somecases at lower prices
than foundin retail outlets.
A few companieshave gone a further step
and provide musicdirect to the customer
via the Internet. Central to this process
is advancedinformation technology, and
it is not surprising that the main
proponents are USsoftware developers.
Cerberusoperates whatis referred to as a
’digital juke box’. To operate the juke box
a customer must acquire the appropriate
software. The software allows the
customer to download music onto the
customer’s computerhard-drive and then
onto a mini-disc that can be used and reused like an audio tape or floppy disc and
played in any conventional mini-diso
system.
The US based lnternet music systems
manufacturer, Liquid Audio, has formed
a numberof strategic alliances with ofl~er
software companies for the purpose of
developing systems to enhance on-line
delivery of music. Liquid Audio has
achieved CDquality sound on die low
bandwidthof the Internet by developing
new compression technology that has
improvedon Dolbydigital compression.
An Internet user with a ’Liquid" music
player can preview musictitles with the
player’s streaming audio function.
’Streaming audio’ currently works by
apportioning a block of memory(a buffer
in the random access memory of the
users’ computer) with two seconds of
music so that it maybegin playing that
portion while it is downloadingthe next
section of musicto that sameblock. This
meansthat the listener can hear the song
in real time without having to wait for
the whole song to download. If after
previewing the music, an Interact user
wishesto acquire it, the user can press a
download button which will initiate a
secure credit transaction and a one to two
hour download of the title and its
multimedia elements. Whenthe music is
downloadedto the user’s CD-Rolndrive,
the quality of the resulting audio disc is
virtually the same as a normal CD.
Another on-line juke box has been
launched by a2b Music. AT&T,the US
Telecom group behind the a2b Music
software, claims it can reduce the
download time for an average three
minute song from twenty minutes to eight
minutesand is currently negotiating with
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record labels belonging to Polygram,
TimeWarner and EMI to load up the
jukebox with their artists’ product. AT&T
has already reached an agreement with
Bertelsmann, the Germanmedia group,
in connection with the Group’sArista and
RCAlabels.
2
COPYRIGHT

CLEARANCE

What then are the copyright clearances
required for such exploitation of music
on-line?
AnAustralian on-line music distributor
will need to clear copyright in the sound
recording and the underlying music work
of all songs exploited via its on-line
service which are protected by copyright
in this country.
In most cases a record company will
control copyright in the sound recording
by virtue of its recording agreementwith
the artist) In someinstances it maybe
necessary for the record company to
revisit its agreement with an artist to
ensure that it has obtained the necessary
rights.
Wherethe on-line distributor does not
hold the rights in the soundrecording, a
licence to copy the sound recording for
the purposes of the service will be
necessary.
The relevant rights in the underlying
musical ~vork (ie, the song and lyrics)
which maybe utilised in any particular
instance of on-line distribution are the
rights historically referred to in the
industry as the ’mechanical right’ (to
make audio reproductions)
and the
’synchronisation right’ (to reproduce in
audio visual adaptations such as videos).
In addition, there is the so-called
’transmission
right’ which covers
transmissions to subscribers of a cable or
other wire-based service *. Such rights
are likely to be administered, at least in
part, by various collection societies.
Mechanicaland synchronisation rights in
musical works have historically
been
administered
by the Australasian
Mechanical Copyright Owners Society
(AMCOS)on behalf of the copyright
owners. However,at present such rights
for music on-line have not been granted
~ and consequently it is likely
to AMCOS
that the relevant musicpublisher or artist
controls such rights.
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It seemsthat the transmission right will
be utilised through on-line exploitation
of music following the recent decision in
Telstra
-v- APRA~. Although the

subsequent court case between APRAand
OzEmail, which may have put the mater
beyond doubt, was settled before a
decision was reached, APRA
administers
the transmissionright on the basis that it
is utilised. In administering the fight,
APRAhas reached agreement with
membersof the Internet Association of
Australia so that Internet services
providers whoare memberscontribute to
a fund whichessentially covers the right
to transmit musical works an-line.
ON-LINE COPYRIGHT AND
WEBCASTERS IN THE US
In the US,tbe hattie for on-line copyright
royalties is hotting up in the context of
’webcastnig’or on-line radio.
Tbe USCopyright Office in Washington
is considering implementingregulations
that may have the effect of imposing a
7.
mechanical royalty for on-line radio
Traditional forms of radio broadcast do
no utilise the mechanical right and
consequentlybroadcasters currently only
pay performingright royalties.
Copyright in music in the USis in part
regulated by the Digital Performance
Rights and Sound Recordings Act 1995
which was introduced to maintain and
affirm the mechanical rights of
songwriters and music publishers in the
face of technology which allows for
digital delivery of recordings. The
proposed regulations may affect this
legislation so as to blur the distinction
between mechanical
rights
and
performingrights in relation to ’Digital
Phonorecord Deliveries’ or DPDsof
music - a methodof delivery for music
on the lnternet. This would mean the
individuals accessing musicfor a single
performanceof the workmayhave to bear
the cost of mechanicalroyalties.
The proposals result from a private
agreement between the Recording
Industry Association of America(RIAA)
and National
Music Publishers
Association (NMPA)concerning the
mechanicalroyalty paid to composersfor
the recording of performances of their
music. The new regulations specifically
addressfees to be paid for electronic sale
and distribution of recorded musicunder
the 1995Act. The regulations include two
vague categories of ’incidental’ and
’transient’ DPDs.These could encompass
temporarycopies of parts of the recording
that are madeduring transmission via the
lnternet and temporary copying in a
computer’s random access memory.
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This aspect of the proposed US
regulations is opposed by the Coalition
of Interact
Webcasters
(whose
membership comprises AudioNet Inc,
Real Networks Inc, and Terraflex Data
SystemsInc). They argue that streaming
and transmission that occurs in the course
of performance of sound recordings
should be exemptfrom liability under the
mechanical right. Essentially
the
Coalition argues that any bill that will
ultimately be submitted to Congress
should represent the viewpoint of all
relevant parties involved in the business
of on-line music, whether they be music
publishers,
record companies,
broadcasters or the consumerpublic in
general. Althoughthe CopyrightOffice’s
Notice invites such participation, the
agreement between the NMPA
and the
RIAAthat underpins the proposed rules
was reached to the satisfaction of merely
half the industry.It is arguablethat, unless
incidental copying in the transmission
process becomes an exemption from
copyright infringement, then electronic
commen:e
involving the flow of copyright
material on the lntornet will be unduly
restricted.
COPYRIGHT MANAGEMENT IMRIMATUR
Collecting societies such as the APRA
and AMCOS
and their contemporaries
aroundthe worldhave a significant stake
in the utilisation of copyrights in music
on-line. Whatis clear, however,is that
merelyidentifying rights usageis only the
first step in securing revenues for a
collecting society’s members.The second

step is to police and track the use of music
on-line.

Without adequate safeguards
and
initiatives
such as IMPRIMATUR,
copyright piracy is likely to continue to
plague the musicindustry in cyberspace,
as it does presently, costing 5%of the
world’s gross market share. Indeed the
problemof piracy is further complicated
in cyberspaceby the cross jurisdictional
nature of the medium.A pirate maylocate
in a jurisdiction
where copyright
protection laws are lax or mayreadily
adopt a fleeting presenceacross a number
of jurisdictions so as to avoid detection
and prosecution.

Oneof the most significant developments
for this second step in the European
Communityis the introduction of the
IMPRIMATUR
programme.
IMPRIMATUR
is an acronym standing
for Intellectual
Multimedia Property
Rights Model and Terminology for
Universal Reference. The programmeis
funded by the European Union and its
participants include telecom companies,
library associations and music industry
groups. Its purpose is to establish
standard copyright managementsystems
for a whole range of industries that use
text, imaging or audio in an electronic
format. The intended result is a
commercial software prototype with
internationally agreed standards which
will enable Internet trade in intellectual
properly.. The programmeis an important
part of the work of the Confed6ration
Internationale des Soci~t~sde ’ Auteurset
Compositeurs and is being coordinated
by the UKbased Authors’ Licensing and
CollectingSocie.ty.

Mark Bamfordis a Senior Associate at
Tress Cocks & Maddoxin Sydney.
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In the UK, the Mechanical Copyright
Protection Society (MCPS)is currently
testing a demonstrator model of the
authorising system, s Under the model,
copyright works indexed for licensing
purposes on the MCPSdatabase are
uploaded on to the IM!aRIMATUR
server
and given invisible watermarks. These
watermarks tie the work to a system
where its use can be regulated and
9.audited

Football,
Meatpies,
Kangaroos and
Holden Cars ....and
Kiwifruit
Therese Catanzariti
and Diane Hamilton review the release
Standard for Commercial Free to Air Television.
ate on Friday evening 13
November1998, the nexv draft
Australian Content Standard
slipped into the Australian Broadcasting
Authority
website
http://
www.aba.gov.aulwhatlprograml
oz_review/

L

The Australian Content Standardsets out,
amongother things, minimumlevels of
Australian programmingwhich must be
broadcast on commercialtelevision, and
what the Australian Broadcasting
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of draft

Authority, the ABA,considers to be an
"Australian program"for inclusion in the
quota. Australian Commercialtelevision
licensees must complywith the Standard.
The object of the standard is to "promote
the role of commercial television in
developing and reflecting a sense of
Australian identity, character and cnltuml
diversity by supporting the cmnmunity’s
continued access to television programs
produced under Australian creative
control".

Australian

Content

The primecatalyst for the review wasthe
decision of the HighCourt in the Project
Blue Sky case, which held that the
Content Standard was inconsistent with
Australia’s
obligations under the
Australia/New Zealand Closer Economic
Relations Trade Agreementbecause New
Zealand programsdid not count towards
a commercial broadcaster’s quota of
"’Australian
programs". This was
contrary to the BroadcastingServices Act
1992 which provides that the ABAmust
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determine a standard for Australian
content and must perform its functions
consistent with Australia’s international
obligations. In July 1998, the ABA
issued
a discussion paper. The ABAinvited
comments and consulted with the
industa’y, both on the Project Blue Sky
issue, and more generally on the
operation of the Standard since it was
introduced in 1995.
CONCERNS EXPRESSED
IN SUBMISSIONS
The written submissions can be found on
the ABAwebsite. The submissions
indicate that the main concern of many
Australian film and television indust~
participants
was not so much New
Zealand programming, but programming
from other countries.
First, there was a concern that foreign
producers wouldargue that their program
was a NewZealand program, because
there is no definition in NewZealandof
what is a "NewZealand program". Many
argued that programssuch as "XenaThe
Warrior Princess" could be considered
"NewZealand programs" and so count
as Australian content because it is shot
in NewZealand, even though United
States producers had creative control.
Second,there was a concern that foreign
producers wouldrely on other treaties,
such as the GATT
and other WorldTrade
Organisationtreaties.

"NewZealand program") if there is
significant non-Australian (or non-New
Zealand) content. The same sort of
discretion appears in the test of what is
"Australian drama" for the pu~oses of
Someof the submissions called on the
Australian subscription television. The
governmentto repeal the provision of the
discretion also appears in Division 10BA
BSAwhich requires the ABAto comply
of the lncome TaxAssessmentAct, 1936.
with Australia’s international obligations.
Division 10BA grants concessional
It is no coincidencethat manyAustralian
treatment to investment in "qualifying
film and television industry participants
Australian films". A "qualifying
also lobbied Canberra against the OECD Australianfilm" mustsatisfy certain tests,
Multi-lateral Agreementon Investment.
and must also not have a significant nonAustralian content.
THE DRAFT STANDARD
The main change in the Draft Standard
has been to include New Zealand
programming as counting towards
Australian content. However,the Draft
Standard nowincludes a threshold test
of what the ABAconsiders to be a "New
Zealand program". The test has the same
creative elementsas the Australian test.
In addition, the Draft Standard provides
that the ABA
has a discretion to disallow
a programwhichmeets the threshold test
of being an "Australian program" (or

Act which prevents the ABAgiving
producers and commercial broadcasters
opinions on whether a program will
satisfy the criteria for inclusion in the
Australian content quota. If the discretion
remains in the Standard, the ABAmay
comeunder pressure to give pre-broadeast
opinions.
Therese Catanzarltl is a lawyer at
Mallesons Stephen Jacques in Sydney.
Diane Hamilton is a la~yer forraerly
with the Australian Broadcasting
Authority.

The discretion
introduces
some
uncertainty into the operation of the
Standard. Division 10BAallows for the
Department of Communications, the
Information Economyand the Arts to
issue a provisional certificate before a
"qualifying
Australian
film" is
completed. However, generally the ABA
does not assess whether a programis an
"Australian program"until after it has
been broadcast. Broadcasters may be
reluctant to committo a programif there
is some risk that it may not be an
"Australian program". There is no
provision in the Broadcasting Services
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